
 

 
 
Assen Zoekt intercultural evangelist 
 
 
We love searching.  
And maybe we are looking for you, right now! 
You as in evangelist being part of a dynamic team, 
working together on this mission: 
Seeking peace for the city of Assen and its people! 
 
 
Intercultural work – 8 hours 
We share our lives with people from different cultures and background. If you come from a different 
cultural background than the Dutch one, we love to hear from you. Intercultural work means building up 
relationships with people that are looking for asylum and people that got a positive from the IND and 
are welcomed in the Netherlands. Within this work you will be spotting talents and make it contribute 
within and outside the community, you will run courses and will start homegroups. Also you will be 
finding and building leaders within the intercultural group. All these things will help bringing cultures 
together and celebrating the diversity God created in this world. 

 
Part of a team 
You will be part of a team of four staff workers. 
Every team member will use their talents within their own responsible area. At the same time, we as 
staff members will contribute towards the work within the community and outside together.  
Together, that is the spirit with the team of volunteers as well. 
We would love to hear you preaching during our Sunday meetings a couple times a year.  
As you can imagine, a passion for Jesus and His mission is a must. Besides that, theological knowledge 
and a suitable proof of education is important.  
To be part of the community, it will be helpful and good to make Assen your hometown.  
 
Would you like to be part of this movement?  
Would you like to contribute towards peace for Assen and its people of every nation and tongue?   
For this 8-hours-job, you will be paid a salary that is agreed upon amongst church workers. 
Without a doubt we can promise you that it is exciting to be part of what God is doing in and outside 
Assen Zoekt… 
 
We kept this announcement very short. 
If you would like to get more information, feel free to contact Gert (0617098978 – gert@assenzoekt.nl). 
Application (motivation & cv) please be sent to bestuur@assenzoekt.nl. 

Assen Zoekt is a beautiful group of people on a 
journey. A journey of discovering who God is, 

what we can become as a community and how 
we can be of value for our neighbors. Trying to 
come alongside in the quest of people around 
us, we became a diverse group of people from 
very different background. Together looking 

for what God shows us and how to bring that 
into practice. We do so within small groups 
coming together in our own house, but also 
with a bigger group on Sunday in the ‘Open 

Hof’ in the neighborhood of Vredeveld (Assen). 


